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STATES: 

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence that I would be prepared, if 

necessary, to give in court as a witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 

belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I will be liable to prosecution if I 

have wilfully stated in it anything that I know to be false, or do not believe to be true. 

2. I am 42 years of age. 

3. I am employed by Telseek Pty Ltd which is a Technology Provider who is contracted by 

Mediatel Services Pty Ltd to develop and run their software applications. I work out of the joint 

Telseek and Mediatel Premises at yrmont. I am also a part owner 

of Mediatel Services Pty Ltd. 

4. Mediatel Services operates a telephone based 'virtual chat' contact system aimed at the gay 

community. The system consists of computer and telephony equipment connected to the 

telephone network. The basic principals to how the system operates are as follows: - A user 

calls into the system using one of several different 'access numbers' (including 1902221168, 

1902221170, 1902221171, 1902221172, 1902221204, 1902221206, 1902221235, 

1902222497, 1902223201, 1902223202, 1902225133, 1902225134, 1902268170, 

1902229726, 1902229727, 1902229728, 1902222331, 1902261108, 1902251901, 

1902251902, 1902255796, 1902255797, 0290068400, 0730161490, 0282197750, 

0282197751, 0290066660 to 0290066666, 0407429429, 0408429429, 0447429429, 

0730161401 to 0730161498) using a mobile or landline telephone. 
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5. The user is prompted to record their name and a brief description of themselves. Once this 

has been done they are able to listen to the names and recorded descriptions of other users 

who are connected into the system at the same time. At the same time other users will be able 

to listen to his name and recorded description. If desired a user can record a message and 

send it to one of the other users. The recipient then has the option or replying to (or ignoring) 

the message. This process of listening to names and descriptions and passing messages 

continues. Once a user hangs up their name and description is no longer offered to other 

users. Within 24 hours the messages passed between users are removed. An archived copy 
of the recorded descriptions is kept for approximately three months. 

6. On date 6th of October 2009, following a conversation with Detective Sergeant Bishop I was 

able to retrieve an audio file from our system. I retained that audio file. The recording was 

made at 2009-09-26 04:45. The caller's number was not logged along with the recording - the 

association was made only by the time and content. The last call into the system by the 0406 

178518 was made at 04:44:58 (duration 23 minutes). We have a procedure which constantly 

archives off a copy of any introductory descriptions recorded into the system. We do not keep 
an archived copy of name recordings or any messages that he/she may send. I forwarded an 

email with the audio file attached to Detective Sergeant Bishop. 

7. The content of the audio file was a follows. "Hi I'm a tall slim guy feeling really horny and kinky. 

I'm just in a park on the edge of the city in Sydney and urn yeah I just ah I've got on a t shirt 

that's cut just below my nipples, some girlys panties and a pair of boots and I just left my pants 
and my shirt on the other side of the park and I'm walking through in the dark like a little sissy 

girl, I've got a really small little skinny cock I like, I want a man that want to treat me like a 

little girl show me what man cocks they've got compared to mine." 

8. About 2.30pm on Thursday 13 May 2010, I spoke with Detective Sergeant Bishop at M, 

Pyrmont. At that time I handed Detective Sergeant Bishop a DVD containing 

a copy of the audio file referred to above. 
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